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ClinicalKey has four problems with 2019 journal data. The simplest solution is to remove your CK journals then re-import 

the metadata. It will only take a few minutes. Use Cataloging->Remove Online Collection with this search: 

 SET A 856 4 * $u CONTAINS clinicalkey.com/dura/browse/journal 

Then go to http://elsevierresources.com/clinicalkey/clinicalkey/implementation/ -> Durable URLs -> "Download Journals 

URLs", convert the file to a text tab-delimited file, and import via Cataloging->File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import. Click here 

for complete instructions found at '1.9 Elsevier ClinicalKey Books & Journals (not Nursing) Metadata.' Please also see our 

four minute tutorial recording demonstrating removing all ClinicalKey resources. 

Now for a discussion of the problems. 

Problems 1 & 2. AORN has been split into two URLs: 

 

The first problem is that the URL to AORN 2007-2017 needs the ending volume 106 and date 2017. CyberTools has 

modified the CK Journal import to automatically apply these values. 

The second problem is that if you added AORN 2018- via CK Content Updates, then you might have not answered the 

'Batch Control function->Review URLS Retrieved from this catalog' correctly: 

 

The default answer of KEEP is correct, but we found some libraries have not selected KEEP here. 

If you have not used the CK Content Updates method, rather, you only used Cataloging->Remove Online Collection 

follow by Cataloging->File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import, then your current AORN 2018- is ok. 

Problems 3 & 4. Master Content Updates has the same two journals in Journal Addition & Removed Journal Titles 

There is no problem if you always used Cataloging->Remove Online Collection followed by Cataloging->File Z39.50 MARC 

Bib Import. However, if you used CK Content Updates for Journals, the problem is that Journal Additions has these two 

records: 

 

 

The same two records are listed in Removed Journal Titles for 31-Dec-2018. Therefore if you follow our recommended 

steps of running remove first, then running add, you will have removed and re-added these two titles. As of 2019-05-14 

we enhanced CK Content Updates Journals Added to automatically cull Journal Additions for removed works, which fixes 

this problem. If you ran CK Content Updates prior to 2019-05-14, these removed titles will be in your catalog. To fix, run 

all CK Content Updates steps again, or remove the entire CK Journals collection then re-import it as recommended in the 

introduction paragraph. 

Title ISSN Collection* Date 

Canadian Journal of Rural Medicine 1203-7796 Family Medicine 16-Mar-2015 

Urology Practice 2352-0779 Urology 9-Jun-2014 
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